
Academy Trustees – who are they and 

what do they do? 
 
Being a Trustee of an Academy or a multi-Academy Trust is a challenging yet rewarding 
position. Elements of the Trustee role differ to that of a school governor, but the core 
responsibilities remain the same. 
 
Below are some of the key questions to help people understand more about the role, and 
highlight that while a responsibility, volunteering as a Trustee is a valuable addition to both 
personal and professional life. 
 
What is a Multi-Academy Trust (MAT)? 
 
MATs are a group of Academy schools that are run in partnership with one another and 
exist outside of Local Authority control. MATs receive their funding directly from the 
Department for Education (DfE) and make their own financial decisions, which means 
they’re run more like businesses than maintained or Local Authority schools. 
 
MATs have a CEO and senior management team who oversee the top levels of all schools 
within the Trust. 
 
What does a MAT or Academy Governance structure look like? 
 
MATs have a Board of Trustees who work at a top level and are accountable for all the 
schools within the Trust. Trustees can delegate the day to day running of schools within the 
Trust to local Governing Boards (LGBs). Each school in the MAT may have its own LGB which 
considers issues relevant to the individual school. 
 
What do Trustees do? 
 
Trustees are a type of school governor, but they make up the Board of Trustees of a MAT. 
The main responsibilities of the Trustees are to: 
 

 Set the strategic direction of the Trust 
 Hold senior school leadership to account 
 Oversee the Trust’s financial performance 

 
These are also the three key roles of a school Governing Board, but Trustees operate at a 
higher level, overseeing strategy and finance across all schools in the Trust. 
 
Do Trustees have liability? 
 
Trustees are ultimately responsible and accountable for the Trust. It’s up to them to make 
sure the Trust is compliant with its charitable objectives, but also with company and charity 
law. 



What are the differences between Governors and Trustees? 
 
Trustees are both company directors and charity Trustees as Academies have the legal 
status of both company and charitable Trust. 
 
Trustees have more specific responsibilities than Governors, especially when it comes to 
finances. 
 
Because Trustees are directors under company and charity law, Trustees have legal 
responsibilities that Governors of maintained schools do not. With no local authority to 
answer to, if anything goes wrong, the Academy or MAT is accountable. 
 
Who can be a Trustee? 
 
There aren’t any specific requirements to be a Trustee. Just like Governing Boards, a Board 
of Trustees must be diverse and made up of people with different skillsets. Professional 
backgrounds in areas such as HR, law, finance, and marketing are key skills needed on MAT 
Trustee Boards, but softer skills such as negotiation, problem solving, and leadership, are 
also valuable additions. 
 
However, given the extra levels of responsibilities, Trustees must be skilled, knowledgeable, 
and able to confidently support and challenge the leadership of a group of schools. 


